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ABSTRACT

Computational Slmulatlon studies are conducted to Identify compliant layers

to reduce matrix stresses which result From the coefficient of thermal

expanslon mismatch and the large temperature range over which the current

metal matrix composltes wlll be used. The present study includes varla-

tlons of compllant layers and their properties to determine thelr Influence

on unldlrectlonal composite and constituent response. Two slmulation meth-

ods are used For these studies. The First approach Is based on a three-

dimensional linear Finite element analysls of a nlne-Fiber unldlrect|onal

composlte system. The second approach Is a mlcromechanlcs based nonllnear

computer code developed to determine the behavior of metal matrix composite

system For thermal and mechanlcal loads. The results show that an eFFec-

tlve compliant layer For the SCS 6 (SiC)/TI-24AI-1INb (TI3A1+Nb) and SCS 6

(SIC)/TI-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3AI (TI-15-3) composlte systems should have a modulus

15 percent that of the matrix and a compllant layer coeFFIclent of thermal

expanslon roughly equal to that of the composite system without the CL.

The matrix stress In the 1ongltudinal and the transverse tangent (hoop)

dlrectlon are tensile For the TI3AI+Nb and Ti-15-3 composlte systems upon

cool down From Fabrication. The Fiber longltudinal stress Is compresslve

From Fabrlcatlon cool down. Addition of a recommended compllant layer

will result In a reduction In the composlte modulus.

INTRODUCTION

Metal matrix composite (MMC) are prime candldates For hlgh temperature

applications. They present a unique challenge to today's researchers. The



large operatlng temperature range (greater than 2000°F) and the mismatch
betweenthe thermal expansion coeffIclents (CTE)of the fiber and the

matrix pose great difficulties in fabrication and low thermal cycling resls-
tance. Both of these increase the matrix stress to critical proportions
and often lead to falIure. Manysolutions to this problem have been pro-
posed (e.g., matching CTEfor fiber and matrix) with little success. One

suggestion is to use a compliant layer (CL) as a buffer between the fiber
and the matrix. Thegoal of this CL Is to reduce the matrix stress without

degrading the fiber, the matrix, or the composite. Finding a material to
do thls, however, mayprove to be quite a challenge.

In an attempt to flnd such CLs, a parametric study is a natural first

step. It is essential to assemblea working knowledgeof which and/or how
characterlstlc parameters of the constltuent material effect composite
behavior.

Twocomputatlonal simulation approachesare used in this study to evaluate
CLs In MMCsystems for high temperature applications under thermal loads.
The first is a three-dimensional linear finite element method. The other
is a nonllnear mIcromechanlcsbasednumerical method.

In attempt to identify characterlstics for suitable compliant layers, com-
pTiant layers are evaluated with two commonbut very different metal matri-
ces. They are (I) Ti-15V-3Cr-3Sn-3Al (Ti-15-3) and (2) Ti-24A1-11Nb

(Ti3AI+Nb) reinforced with SiC (SCS6) fibers. The SiC/Ti-15-3 composite
system has beenprocessedwithout matrix cracks (I-3). SiC/TI3AI+Nb, how-
ever, does develop matrix cracks durlng processlng (5,6), maklng It a candi-
date for a CL. There wlll be somedlscusslon on the Ti-15-3 system;
but, the maJorlty of the effort will concentrate on the Ti3Al+Nb system.

The developmentof matrix cracks maybe related to tenslle stresses In spe-
clflc dlrectlons. Large tensile hoopstresses in the matrix can cause the
transverse tangent (hoop) cracks observed by Mackay(1) and Ghosn& Lerch

(2). Similarly, large tensile longitudlnal stresses maycause matrix crack-
ing perpendicular to the fibers. Thesecracks have not beenobserved. A
compliant layer should reduce the stress in all directions to be an effec-
tive methodfor preventing cracks during the fabrication and the thermal
cyc11ngof these systems. If the goal Is to ellminate matrix cracklng, a
compromlsemayhave to be madebetweenstresses to elimlnate matrix crack-
Ing.

METHODS

The FEM calculates the linear composite response at many locations In the

constltuents of the composlte system that cannot be determined through
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experiments (6-8). The general purpose finite element code MSC/NASTRAN (9)

is used to perform the analysls. The model uses elght-noded hexahedron and

sIx-noded pentahedron elements to form a nlne-cell nlne-flber unidirec-

tlonal composite system (Fig. I). The model provides constituent displace-

ments, stresses, and forces due to thermal loadlng condltlons.
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FIGURE I. - MULTICELL 3-D FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

FOR LOCAL DETAILS.
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The second approach, the METCAN computer code (Fig. 2), is used to

determine the nonlinear average composite response of unidlrectional and

Iamlnate composite systems (lO). The code's computatlonal simulation

begins wlth the coo] down of the consolidation process and includes any

thermal and/or mechanlcaI processes which occur after consolidation. The

changes In constituent materials resultlng from environmental variations

are taken Into account. In this study a unidlrectiona] MMC system Is evalu-

ated to determine the fiber, matrix, and CL stress. These stresses are

used to determine whether the composite system will survive fabrication

and, if so, the thermal cycles to failure of the system. METCAN also com-

putes composite properties In an attempt to determine the effect of a CL on

them.
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TABLE l ROOM TEMPERATURE CONSTITUTIVE

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

psl
psi

In.lln. °F
ksl

SIC

Fiber

62.0xi06
23.8x106

0.300
2.70x10-6

TI3AI+Nb
Matrix

I].OxlO 6

4.23xl06

0.300
6.50xi0-6

65.0

TI-15-3
Matrix

14.5x106

5.50x106

0.320
4.72x10-6

130.0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Finite Element Method The first phase of this study Is to find, using

the FEM, the longitudinal stresses in the SiC/Ti31+Nb (Table l) for

selected CL's. The first selected CL (2) has a CTE of 4.67 ppm/°F and a

modulus that varies from 1.1 to 22 Msi. Figures 3(a) and (b) shows that

the CL stress Is lower than the matrix stress throughout the range of CL

modulus. In Flg. 3, the stress is normalized per degree Fahrenheit.

(Table 2 summarizes the figures for the readers' benefit). The fiber Is In

compression for the composite system In a fabrlcatlon cooi down through the

range. The longltudlnal stress In the matrix is low on the surface

(Figs. 4(a) and (b)) and Increases as the X/D ratio Increases, where X

is the distance from the free surface of the composlte and D Is the fiber

dlameter. As X/D increases, the matrix stress does not decrease untlI the

compliant layer modulus has decreased to 40 percent of the matrix modulus.

In a11 cases the matrix stress does not significantly decrease until the CL

modulus is 15 percent of the matrix modulus. For the Ti3Al+Nb system the

CL modulus would be 1.7 Msi.
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The second specific CL has a higher CTE of 7.5 ppml°F but the same range

for the modulus (l.l to 22 Msl). Figure 5 shows the longltudlnal stress In

the constltuents of the SIC/TI3Al+Nb composite system. At a hlgh CL modu-

lus, the CL stress Is much larger than the matrix stress. As the CL modu-

lus decreases, the compliant layer stress decreases. The matrix stress
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TABLE 2 TEST MATRIX

[Stresses are due to thermal loadln, (excluding Fig. g).]

Composite CVR Compliant Test
system layer

0.20 TI3AI w/ Longltudinal constituent _icros:r_s_
var. Eel CL CTE - 4.57 ppm. X/O . 1.47

SCS61TI3AI

SCS6/TII5

SCS6/Ti3AI

.16

TII5 wl

var. Ecl

Longitudinal _ "",_ns_tuen: ,_Icrostres_

CL CTE = 4.67 ppm, ×ID - 2.21

Longitudinal matrix mlcrostress
as X/O increases

Longitudinal CL mlctrostrass
as X/O Increases

Longitudinal constltuen: _icros:ress
CL CTE - 7.55 ppm, X/D = 2.2l

Longitudinal constltuent mlcrostress
,Jar. CL CTE X/D . 2.g4

0
.20

Repeat CL

From Flg. 7

Gd
Nb
Zr
Test

0.20 Gd
Nb
Zr

0

.05,.I,.2

Test

Carbon

Gd

Maximum constituent hccD microstresl
due to CL type

Maximum Iongltud!nal constituent
microstress due to CL type

Change in composite modulus due
to CL type

Thermal cycles to failure as
CTE mismatch increases

remalns constant throughout thls range of the CL moduli. The longitudinal

matrix stress does not vary with the two CL CTEs shown In Figs. 3 and 5.

Constituent longltudlna] stresses are predicted from the FEM for a compos-

Ire system that contains several CLs for which the CTE varies inversely

wlth the modulus. For example, when the CL modulus Is halved, the CTE is

doubled. As the CTE decreases and the modulus increases, the CL stress

grows unti] It is slgnlflcantly larger than the matrix stress (Fig. 6).

The CL, even with a high CTE, does not slgnlflcantly reduce the matrix

stress untll the modulus Is 15.percent that of the matrix. Unfortunately,

the CL stress Is very hlgh at th|s polnt. Since the CL stress is large the

CL strength must also be hlgh. A good rule of thumb for the SIC/TI-IS-3

composite system is to have the CL strength twice the matrix strength.

Flndlng a CL that meets thls Is obvlously not very practical since It may

be impossible to Find a material wlth a low modulus and high strength.

Next, the effect of select CL materlals on the SiC/TI3AI+Nb system Is exam-

Ined. Four of the many CL materlals evaluated by Ghosn and Lerch (2) were
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chosen for this study (Table 3). Three of the CLs are actual materials, Gd

(gadollnlum), Nb (niobium), and Zr (zlrconlum). One is a fictltlous mate-

rlal deslgned to flnd optlmum CL propertles (called the test case in the

present study). This test case has a CTE of 4.67 ppm/°F and a modulus

varying Form 1.1 to 2 Ms1. The composite systems contalnlng CLs are com-

pared to a reference case of SCS 61TI3AI+Nb having no CL, both at a fiber

volume ratio (FVR) of 20 percent. In this study the FVR Is the Fiber

volume ratlo of the flber without the CL.

The FEN Is used to predlct the hoop microstress SiC/Ti3AI+Nb system. For

most CLs the matrix hoop stress Is less (about 20 percent) than the matrix

stress of the reference case with no CL (Fig. 7). A CL of Zr, however,

increased the stress in the matrix slightly; while the CL stress went into

compression. The CL stresses are slgnlflcant for the fabrication cool down

and, because of thls, the CL strength may need to be close to that of the

matrix or larger.

The longitudinal mlcrostresses in the SIC/Ti3AI+Nb system are determined

from the FEM and plotted per degree Farenhelt. The results show that the

CLs examined Increase (about II percent) the longltudinal matrix stress

From the reference case wlth no CL (Fig. 8). This Increase In 1ongitudlnal

matrix stress may Induce matrix cracklng during fabrication and thermal

cycling. The increase in matrix stress may also reduce Fatigue life, pro-

vided the composite system survives fabrlcatlon.



TABLE3 ROOMTEMPERATURECOMPLIANT
LAYERMATERIALPROPERTIES

E psi
G psl
V

in./in. °F

Gd Zr Nb

8.30xi06
3.30xi06

0.260
5.60xi0-6

13.6xlO6
5.10xlO 6

0.332
2.90xi0 -6

14.9xi06
5.31x106

0.402
4.40xi0-6
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The composite modulus may be affected by the use of CLs. The five systems

from the FEM study have a very small decrease in the longitudinal modulus.

Hence, the composlte modulus variation is small (±4 percent) (Fig. 9). The

two compllant layers that performed the best in this study (Gd, Test) have

a sllghtly lower modulus than the reference. The change in composite modu-

lus could be slgnifIcant when using the recommended CL with a modulus

15 percent that of the matrix.

METCAN

The thermal cycllng resistance Is critical because of the large temperature

envelopes in which MMC systems operate. The multifactor interaction rela-

tionship (MFI) is used to calculate the thermal cycles to fallure. The MFI

is shown for the SIC/TI3AI+Nb composite system. The exponents are deter-

mlned from monolithic matrix experimental data. The matrix material is

fabricated as a composite system Is fabricated.

z ]O-o  o.oo



Where S/SF Is the remalnlng ultimate tensile strength of the composite

after thermal cycling over the original ultlmate strength of the composite,

Tm is the melting temperature (2730 °F), Tu is the maximum temperature of

the thermal cycle (1200 °F), TO is the reference temperature (70 °F), SO

Is the room temperature reference ultimate tensile strength of the matrlx

(65 ks|), Op is the longitudlnal residual matrix stress at the end of

cycllng, ac Is the longitudlnal residual matrix stress at the end of con-

solldatlon, N Is the number of cycles at which there Is lO percent remain-

Ing strength, and NF is the number of cycles to fallure. -This equation

is evaluated For the number of cycles to fallure with a lO percent

remaining strength S/SF.

METCAN Is used to investigate the thermal cycles to Failure of FVR 20

SIC/TIAI+Nb and variations of this system. In Four of the composites the

protective carbon coating Is removed From the Fiber, three flbers have the

coating replaced wlth a CL of Gd of different thlcknesses and one without a

coating or CL. The fiber without a coating was assumed to have the same

strength as one with a coatlng (I.e., SCS 6). One addltional composite sys-

tem Is analyzed with the coating. As the CTE mismatch between the Fiber

and the matrix grows, the composlte system became less tolerant of the

cycllng (Fig. lO). The worst case is the composite system that contalns

the flber with the coatlng. The CL sllghtly delayed the Failure as the CTE

mlsmatch increased.
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CONCLUSION

The compliant layers studied appear to be Ineffectlve in reduclng the 1ongl-

tudlnal stress in the Ti3Al+Nb composite system except with very low CL

modull (on the order of 15 percent of the matrix modulus). The reduction

in hoop stress may eliminate the cracking In the hoop direction. It does

not significantly Increase the thermal cycles to failure of the system.

The fiber stress is in compresslon and Is currently not considered the weak

link in thls type of failure.

The best performing compliant layer has a low modulus (around 15 percent of

the matrix) and a CTE lower than the matrix but higher than the fiber.

High CTE CLs cause high stresses in the CL which require high CL strengths.

Low modulus and high strength are not compatible properties for a materlal

to have. The reduction in matrix stresses due to high CTE are not realized

until the CL modulus is 15 percent that of the matrix

modulus.

The compliant layer generally reduces the modulus of the composite but not

by an appreciable amount. If a low modulus compliant layer (15 percent of

the matrix) were used, the reduction could be much greater.
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